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NEW QUESTION: 1
Drag drop the descriptions from the left onto the correct
configuration-management technologies on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
The focus of Ansible is to be streamlined and fast, and to
require no node agent installation.
Thus, Ansible performs all functions over SSH. Ansible is built
on Python, in contrast to the Ruby foundation of Puppet and
Chef.
TCP port 10002 is the command port. It may be configured in the
Chef Push Jobs configuration file .
This port allows Chef Push Jobs clients to communicate with the
Chef Push Jobs server.

Puppet is an open-source configuration management solution,
which is built with Ruby and offers custom Domain Specific
Language (DSL) and Embedded Ruby (ERB) templates to create
custom Puppet language files, offering a declarative-paradigm
programming approach.
A Puppet piece of code is called a manifest, and is a file with
.pp extension.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Click the Exhibit button.
Referring to the exhibit, Router-1 is attempting to form an
EBGP session with Router-2. However, BGP routes are never
exchanged between Router-1 and Router-2.
What is causing the problem?
A. The EXT group is not configured as an external type BGP
peering session
B. The TCP-MSS value is set too low
C. The EBGP session is configured to use the wrong AS
D. The keep all statement is preventing the session from
establishing
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
This question consists of two statements: One is named
Assertion and the other is named
Reason. Both of these statements may be may be true; both
false; or one may be true, while the other may be false.
To answer this question, you must first evaluate whether each
statement is true on its own.
If both statements are true, then you must evaluate whether the
Reason (the second statement) correctly explains the Assertion
(the first statement). You will then select the answer from the
list of answer choices that matches your evaluation of the two
statements.
You plan to migrate users between two Active Directory Domain
Services domains in different forests.
You run the following command from an administrative command
prompt:
Assertion:
Users will have uninterrupted access to the resources in the
source domain during the migration.
Reason:
The Netdom command configures a two-way trust between the
source and target domains to ensure that users can access both
environments for the entire length of the migration phase.
Evaluate the Assertion and Reason statements and choose the
correct answer option.

A. The Assertion is false, but the Reason is true.
B. Both the Assertion and the Reason are false.
C. Both the Assertion and Reason are true, and the Reason is
the correct explanation for the Assertion.
D. The Assertion is true, but The Reason is false.
E. Both the Assertion and Reason are true, but the Reason is
not the correct explanation for the Assertion.
Answer: D
Explanation:
The assertion is true as the /quarantine:No option is used any
SID for authorization data that netdom trust returns during
authentication is accepted.
The reason is false as the /twoway parameter is not used. The
/twoway parameter is to establish a two-way trust relationship
rather than a one-way trust relationship.
Note: The Netdom trust command establishes, verifies, or resets
a trust relationship between domains.
Reference: Netdom trust
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc835085.aspx
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Answer: B
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